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Dear EUCALAND members and friends,
I hope that you all have had some very nice and relaxing holidays.
Slowly we are getting back to the desks. I have used some free moments to start a list with publication
possibilities which are all in one way or another related to EUCALAND topics. I like to encourage you to
send me further publication possibilities and also new books, your own articles etc.
Please find this list at the end of this newsletter, after the books.
As you all know, one of the main aims of EUCALAND is, beside its research work, NETWORKING and
providing an exchange platform. Therefore we always said that we would like to provide as many data
banks as possible – on thematic topics as well as on projects, literature, addresses etc. So we go on
working on that.
The list will soon be published on our homepage as well. Certainly it is only a beginning and can only be
made perfect, if you yourself will participate in this effort :-)
I wish you a good “rentrée”!
On behalf of the board,
Alexandra

Forthcoming events
EUCALAND activities time schedule:
Manuscript preparation about the wooded grasslands landscape type 2012:
- 15th July feedback by co-authors/contributors;
- 26th August almost final draft sent round by Csaba;
- 30th September last feedback by all co-authors;
- 15th October submission of final manuscript.
Please contact the secretariat at secretariat@eucalandnetwork.eu for more information.
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Conferences
How to manage inhabited natural sites inscribed on UNESCO's World Heritage List?
Location:
Clermont-Ferrand, France
Date:
11-13 September
Web:
http://minah.vetagro-sup.fr/sites/en/
European IALE Conference 2013 – Changing European Landscapes
Location:
Manchester, UK
Date:
9-12 September 2013
Web:
http://www.iale2013.eu/
Open Landscapes 2013
Location:
Hildesheim, Germany
Date:
29 September –3 October 2013
Web:
http://www.open-landscapes2013.de
Biogeography of the Carpathians: Evolution of Biodiversity in a Spatiotemporal Context
Location:
Krakow, Poland
Date:
26-28 September
Web:
http://bio.botany.pl/carpathians-biogeography/
Cultural Corridor VIA DIAGONALIS – Cultural Tourism without Boundaries
Location:
Date:
Web:

Sofia and Belgrade, Bulgaria and Serbia
3-6 October 2013
http://culturalroutes.weebly.com/home.html

Ecosystem services – science, policy and practice
Location:
Smolenice, Slovakia
Date:
October 7 – 10, 2013
Web:
directorile@savba.sk
Multicultural Landscapes
Location:
Kassel, Germany
Date:
October 10 – 11, 2013
Web:
http://expandinglandscapes.wordpress.com/
European Seminar. European State Aid in the Agricultural Sector.
Location:
Berlin, Germany
Date:
October 24 – 25, 2013
Web:
http://www.euroacad.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/dateien/seminars/European_Stat
e_Aid_in_the_Agricultural_Sector_KB.pdf
RegioResources 21-2013: A cross-disciplinary dialogue on future perspectives for a
sustainable development of regional resources
Location:
Catania, Italy
Date:
18-20 September 2013
Web:
http://regioresources21.eli-web.com/
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Next year: 2014
Sixth Careggi Seminar: Common Goods from a Landscape Perspective
Location:
Florence, Italy
Date:
16 January 2014
Deadline
30 October 2013
Web:
http://www.uniscape.eu/pageNews.php?idCont=1527&lang=en&tit=Common%2
0Goods%20from%20a%20Landscape%20Perspective,%20call%20for%20pape
rs
World Congress of Environmental History (WCEH) 2014
Location:
Guimarães, Portugal
Date:
8-12 July 2014;
Deadline
9 September 2013
Web:
http://www.wceh2014.ecum.uminho.pt/
Land Transformations: Between Global Challenges and Local Realities
Location:
Berlin, Germany
Date:
19-21 March 2014
Web:
http://www.glp-osm2014.org/
th
9 European conference on ecological restoration
Location:
Oulu , Finland
Date:
3-8 August 2014
Web:
http://www.ser2014.org/
26th session of the PECSRL biennial international conference “Unraveling the Logics of
Landscape”
Location:
Gothenburg, Sweden
Date:
8-12 September 2014
Web:
http://www.pecsrl2014.com/
Unravelling the Logics of Landscape - 26th session of The Permanent European
Conference for the Study of the Rural Landscape
Location:
Gothenburg and Mariestad, Sweden
Date:
8-12 September 2014
Web:
http://www.pecsrl2014.com
ISSRM Conference"Challenges of Urban and Rural Transformation"
Location:
Hannover, Germany
Date:
8-13 June 2014
Web:
http://www.issrm2014.iasnr.org
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Miscellaneous
1st CIGR Inter-Regional Conference on Land and Water Challenges – Bari
(Italy), 10-14 September, 2013
To present and discuss the latest achievements in the field of sustainable use
of natural resources at different scales and to promote a better development of
agriculture in the future.
Deadline: CLOSED
For more information:
http://conference2013bari.wordpress.com/

YOUNG LANDSCAPE RESEARCHERS' WORKING GROUP
Gives you the opportunity to improve your education or training on landscape in
Europe. This is the proposal that UNISCAPE approved in occasion of the General
Assembly meeting in Faro the 5th of May. In the proposal there is the right format for
the profile of the participants.
If you are interested send an email to: atlas@uniscape.eu.

UNISCAPE International Photo Contest, People's Landscape
Gives you the opportunity to improve your education or training on landscape in
Europe. This is the proposal that UNISCAPE approved in occasion of the General
Assembly meeting in Faro the 5th of May. In the proposal there is the right format for
the profile of the participants.
Deadline: 30 September
For more information:
http://www.uniscape.eu/pageImg.php?idCont=1523&idSez=30&idlink=94&lang=en
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Recent publications about cultural landscapes
NEW BOOKS 2013
RESEARCH IN RURAL SOCIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT
Volume 19 - Agriculture in Mediterranean Europe: Between Old and New
Paradigms
Series editor(s): professor Terry Marsden
Editors: Dionisio Ortiz-Miranda, Ana Moragues-Faus, Eladio ArnalteAlegre
Dionisio Ortiz-Miranda, Ana Moragues-Faus & Eladio Arnalte-Alegre
(2013), 315 pages, ISBN: 978-1-78190-597-5 eISBN: 978-1-78190-5982.
Mediterranean agriculture is by and large envisaged as a landscape of small
farms of high nature value producing worldwide recognizable quality food
products that make up the basis of the famous Mediterranean diet and shape
Southern European cultures. However, the dynamics developing in the
Mediterranean countryside are further complex and diverse. This volume
illustrates and deepens the understanding of current agrarian dynamics
developing in Mediterranean countries in the light of recent theoretical
contributions. The book compiles and analyses a set of Mediterranean case
studies that show the range of transformations shaping contemporary
agriculture in Southern Europe.
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/books.htm?issn=10571922&volume=19&PHPSESSID=1stgidu8vcv0ear3lrb5h9r1f3

ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY (series)
Italian Historical Rural Landscapes, Cultural Values for the Environment
and Rural Development

Editor: Mauro Agnoletti
Springer Netherlands (1/2013), 549 pages, ISBN: 978-94-007-5353-2,
eISBN: 978-94-007-5354-9
Landscape heritage and the related traditional knowledge are fundamental
resources that need to be safeguarded. The speed and extension of the
technological, cultural and economic changes that have taken place over the
last few decades are threatening landscapes and the rural societies associated
with them. The result is not only an interruption in the transmission of the
traditional knowledge required for local landscape maintenance, but also
socioeconomic destabilization of rural areas and a loss of competitiveness of
agriculture. This work intends to lay a foundation for the identification,
conservation and dynamic management of historical landscape systems and
traditional practices, in the face of economic, environmental and cultural
globalization, climate changes, and inappropriate policies, in view of the
creation of a national register of historical landscapes and traditional practices.
Nowadays we are witnessing increasing interest in landscape
http://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-94-007-5354-9/page/1
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MODERN PASTORALISM AND CONSERVATION. OLD PROBLEMS,
NEW CHALLENGES
Editors: Chatty D. & Sternberg T.
White Horse Press (1. April 2013), 224 pages, ISBN-10: 187426774X, ISBN-13:
978-1874267744
The book presents new pastoral research from Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
The volume addresses the nature and viability of pastoralism in practice and
examines current pastoral conditions in diverse locations. Pastoralists engage
with changing climatic and environmental conditions whilst encountering policy,
population and socio-economic challenges. Issues of transformation and
sustainability are at the heart of the book, whose chapters highlight the
contemporary practice of pastoralism in order to enhance understanding of this
unique livelihood and lifestyle. This book's chapters originate in papers
presented at CNP sessions during the 2009 IUAES Congress in Kunming,
China.
http://www.amazon.de/MODERN-PASTORALISM-CONSERVATION-PROBLEMSCHALLENGES/dp/187426774X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1377692101&sr=81&keywords=modern+pastoralism

NEUE ENERGIELANDSCHAFTEN – NEUE PERSPEKTIVEN DER
LANDSCHAFTSFORSCHUNG
Editors: Gailing L. & Leibenath, M.
Springer VS (2013), 219 pages, ISBN 978-3-531-19794-4, eISBN 978-3-53119795-1
http://www.springer.com/springer+vs/soziologie/book/978-3-531-19794-4

RECOMMENDED BOOKS
MAKING SENSE OF AN HISTORIC LANDSCAPE
Author: Stephen Rippon
Oxford Univ Pr (12 July 2012), 396 pages, ISBN 978-0-19-953378-7, eISBN
0191626295
An interdisciplinary study which will be of interest to archaeologists,
palaeoenvironmentalists, historians, historical geographers, and architectural
historians. Illustrated throughout with maps, photographs, and 8 pages of colour
plates. Discusses the sources and methods behind Historic Landscape
Characterization. Why is it that in some places around the world communities
live in villages, while elsewhere people live in isolated houses scattered across
the landscape? How does archaeology analyse the relationship between man
and his environment? Making Sense of an Historic Landscape explores why
landscapes are so varied and how the landscape archaeologist or historian can
understand these differences.
http://www.amazon.de/Making-Historic-Landscape-StephenRippon/dp/0199533784/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1378476922&sr=81&keywords=making+sense+of+an+historic+landscape
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DIE IDEE DER LANDSCHAFT: EINE KULTURGESCHICHTE VON DER
AUFKLÄRUNG BIS ZUR ÖKOLOGIEBEWEGUNG
Author: Ludwig Trepl
Edition Kulturwissenschaften (2012), 258 pages, ISBN 978-3-8376-1943-0
Landschaft ist selbst eine Idee: Den Begriff der Landschaft gibt es nicht ohne
den der Ideallandschaft - als komplexe Vorstellung, die mit dem Gedanken
verbunden ist, man solle ihre Verwirklichung anstreben. Zugleich ist Landschaft
auch mit Ideen, vor allem politischen Utopien, verbunden. Ludwig Trepl
zeichnet in diesem Band die Idee der Landschaft in ihrer historischen
Entwicklung nach - von den Landschaftsvorstellungen der Aufklärung und der
Romantik über jene des klassischen Konservativismus und der Blut-undBoden-Ideologie bis hin zur 'Ökologisierung' von Landschaft im Zuge der
Umweltbewegung - und untersucht die verschiedenen Vorstellungen
hinsichtlich ihrer jeweiligen inneren Struktur und der Logik ihres Gegen- und
Ineinanders.
http://www.transcript-verlag.de/ts1943/ts1943.php

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS (WEB)
Deutscher Rat für Landespflege (German Council for land conservation):
„Anforderungen an den Um- und Ausbau des Höchstspannungsstromnetzes –
aus der Sicht von Naturschutz und Kulturlandschaftspflege“ (Requirements to
the modifications and further constructions of the supergrids – from the
perspective of nature conservation and cultural landscape conservation) mainly
in GERMAN but with some English summaries and complete articles. Will soon
be available as pdf:
http://www.landespflege.de/schriften/

Publication possibilities
ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES
Publisher: University of New South Wales
ISSN 2201-1919
Impact factor: 2013 still computing
Open-access journal that aims to invigorate current interdisciplinary research
on the environment. In response to a growing interest around the world in the
many questions that arise in this era of rapid environmental and social change,
the journal publishes outstanding scholarship that draws humanities disciplines
into conversation with each other and with the natural and social sciences.
http://environmentalhumanities.org/
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NATURE AND CULTURE
Editors: Sing C. Chew, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research - UFZ
and Humboldt State University and Matthias Gross, Helmholtz Centre for
Environmental Research - UFZ
ISSN 1558-5468
Impact factor: 0.618
Nature and Culture is a forum for the international community of scholars and
practitioners to present, discuss, and evaluate critical issues and themes
related to the historical and contemporary relationships that societies,
civilizations, empires, regions, nation-states have with Nature. The journal
contains a serious interpolation of theory, methodology, criticism, and concrete
observation forming the basis of this discussion. The mission of the journal is to
move beyond specialized disciplinary enclaves and mind-sets toward broader
syntheses that encompass time, space and structures in understanding the
Nature-Culture relationship. The Journal will furthermore provide an outlet for
the identification of knowledge gaps in our understanding of this relationship.
Nature and Culture receives financial support for its editorial operations from
the Department of Urban and Environmental Sociology, Helmholtz Centre for
Environmental Research (UFZ), Leipzig. www.ufz.de/.
http://www.journals.berghahnbooks.com/nc

ENVIRONMENT AND HISTORY
Publisher: The White Horse Press, UK
ISSN 0967-3407, eISSN 1752-7023
Environment and History is an interdisciplinary journal which aims to bring
scholars in the humanities and biological sciences closer together, with the
deliberate intention of constructing long and well-founded perspectives on
present day environmental problems. A regular feature of the journal is a
section on current activities in environmental history, including the ‘Notepad’ of
the European Society for Environmental History. ESEH members also enjoy
reduced subscription rates.
http://www.environmentalhumanities.org/

ENVIROMENTAL VALUES
Publisher: The White Horse Press, UK
ISSN 0963-2719, eISSN 1752-7015
Impact factor: 1.467
Environmental Values is an international peer-reviewed journal that brings
together contributions from philosophy, economics, politics, sociology,
geography, anthropology, ecology and other disciplines, which relate to the
present and future environment of human beings and other species. In doing so
we aim to clarify the relationship between practical policy issues and more
fundamental underlying principles or assumptions.
http://www.whpress.co.uk
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RACHEL CARSON CENTER PERSPECTIVES (RCC PERSPECTIVES)
Editors: Mauch CH. & Trischler H.
ISSN 2190-5088
Perspectives offers diverse vistas on the complex relationship between nature
and culture. The series is designed to share thought pieces and fresh empirical
research originating from RCC-related events and contemporary dialogues. As
an e-publication, it is designed to be flexible, responsive, and freely accessible.
The series is edited by Christof Mauch, and Katie Ritson, Helmuth Trischler.
The RCC prints only a small run of "climate-neutral" hard copies.
http://www.carsoncenter.uni-muenchen.de/publications/index.html

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
Editors: Agnoletti, M. & Corona G.
ISSN 1973-3739
The half-yearly journal Global Environment. A Journal of History and Natural
and Social Sciences intends to act as a forum and echo chamber for ongoing
investigations on the environment and world history, with special regard to the
modern and contemporary ages. Our intent is to stimulate and gather studies
and researches that, in spite of a diversity of approaches and themes, share an
environmental perspective on world history in its various facets, including
economic development, social and production relations, government, and
relations between peoples. One of the journal’s main commitments should be to
bring together different areas of expertise in both the natural and the social
sciences to help them find a common language and a common perspective in
the study of history.
http://www.globalenvironment.it

GAIA - ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES FOR SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
Publisher: OEKOM Verlag
Impact factor (2012): 1.197
ISSN 0940-5550
GAIA is an inter- and transdisciplinary journal for scientists and other interested
parties concerned with the causes and analyses of environmental and
sustainability problems and their solutions. Environmental problems cannot be
solved by one academic discipline. The complex natures of these problems
require cooperation across disciplinary boundaries. Since 1992, GAIA has
offered a well-balanced and practice-oriented forum for transdisciplinary
research. Well-known editors, advisors and authors work to ensure the high
quality of the contributions found in GAIA and a unique transdisciplinary
dialogue – in a comprehensible style.
http://www.oekom.de/zeitschriften/gaia
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EUROPEAN PLANNING STUDIES
Editors: Cooke P. & Albrects L.
Impact factor (2012): 0.562
ISSN 0965-4313, eISSN 1469-5944
European Planning Studies provides a forum for ideas and information about
spatial development processes and policies in Europe. Articles of particular
interest to the journal focus upon specific spatial development problems, as well
as emerging explanations of new urban, regional, national or supranational
developmental tendencies. Country-specific, region-specific or locality-specific
issues are focused upon, although comparative analysis is of especial value.
Case studies of successful spatial policies and critiques of policy failure based
on in-depth study are both welcomed. A key feature of the journal is to
generalize learning about best practice analysis and policy-formulation in the
field of spatial development planning.
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ceps20/current

LANDSCAPE RESEARCH
Editor: Maggie Roe
Impact factor (2012): 0.580
ISSN 0142-6397, eISSN 1469-9710
The journal of the Landscape Research Group, has become established as one
of the foremost journals in its field. Landscape Research is distinctive in
combining original research papers with reflective critiques of landscape
practice. Contributions to the journal appeal to a wide academic and
professional readership, and reach an interdisciplinary and international
audience. Whilst unified by a focus on the landscape, the coverage of
Landscape Research is wide ranging. Topic areas include: environmental
design, countryside management, ecology and environmental conservation,
land surveying, human and physical geography, behavioural and cultural
studies, archaeology and history.
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/clar20/current

JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE, ECOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENT
Editor-in-Chief: Fuhrer J.
Impact factor: 2.859
ISSN 0167-8809
Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment publishes scientific articles dealing with
the interface between agroecosystems and the natural environment, specifically
how agriculture influences the environment and how changes in that
environment impact agroecosystems. Preference is given to papers from
experimental and observational research at the field, system or landscape level,
complemented as appropriate by dynamic and statistical modelling, that bridge
scientific disciplines, integrate knowledge, and are placed in an international or
wide comparative context.
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/agriculture-ecosystems-and-environment
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